
Buy, track and manage 
rewards and incentives

www.tremendous.com

For more information contact 
sales@tremendous.com

https://www.giftrocket.com/rewards


Rewards engineered to delight

Thousands of satisfied customers, including:



Charitable donations launching in Q2 2018

The broadest available rewards catalog



We help you promote your brand and message 
by letting you customize the redemption experience.

Branded for your business



Instant bulk orders

Spreadsheet upload

Upload and deliver hundreds of rewards instantly 

through our easy to use spreadsheet tool.

API Integration (automated rewards)

Send rewards to users whenever they complete 

actions within your application.  Check out the 

docs at https://www.tremendous.com/docs

https://www.giftrocket.com/docs


Manage and track with ease

Actionable Histories

Search previously issued rewards and take 

administrative actions (e.g. re-send, cancel, etc.) 

based on requests from your recipients.

Reports and Audits

Track spend over time on an organizational, 

team member, or recipient basis for account 

reconciliation and fraud prevention purposes.



Use Cases



The Challenge

Depending on the context of the study (online vs. offline), the geographic 

location of the interview, and the preferences of the participant set, 

Spotify researchers found themselves scrambling to purchase rewards 

from a host of different vendors.  This deaggregation made ordering, 

tracking, and administering their rewards a cumbersome task.

The Solution

Tremendous proposed a two part solution.  For in-person studies, Spotify 

could order physical, branded Visa prepaid cards on-demand and in bulk.  

For online studies or those in-person participants who preferred digital 

rewards, Spotify researchers could order digital rewards and incentives on 

either a one-off basis or in bulk through the Tremendous dashboard.

Market Research



The Tremendous dashboard provided the administrative and reporting 

features which made life easy not only for the administrators responsible 

for distributing rewards, but also the accounting and finance teams.

The Challenge

Atlassian HR manages an internationally distributed team.  Keeping 

employees engaged and positive is a core value.  Managing rewards and 

incentives outside of their payroll system proved to be difficult from an 

accounting perspective.

The Solution
Employee Rewards



The Challenge

Pinterest distributes rewards and incentives both internally to employees 

as well as outside the organization for market research, promotions, etc. 

The Pinterest accounting and finance teams lacked visibility into reward 

spend among its various use cases, teams, and locations.  This opaque 

history trail made budgeting and reporting cumbersome.

The Solution

The reporting and administrative features provided by the Tremendous 

platform opened a window into the Pinterest program history.  Every 

action within the platform is tracked, searchable, and exportable to CSV 

on-demand.  With these tools, end-of-year reporting and quarterly 

budget planning were greatly simplified.

Accounting and Reporting 



Appendix



Customer Support

Tremendous handles all customer 
support issues related to your 
rewards. Once you submit a 

purchase, your job is done. Our 
mission control center resolves any 
issues directly with the recipient.



Expense Reporting

We know expense reporting can be a drag so we’ve made it as easy as 
possible to get the documents you need. We automatically generate detailed 

receipts and invoices and deliver it directly to you via email.



Questions?

sales@tremendous.com


